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Crossing over to
the new normal!
2021 was no less uncertain than 2020; the volatility, the disruptions,
the innovations, etc, all seemed to match pace with the last year; however,
this time, the industry was sure better prepared for the challenges.
As we approach 2022, we couldn’t have fathomed of a better way to end
2021 than discuss this year’s learnings in person and virtually with the 3rd
edition of our flagship event, International Automotive Manufacturing
Summit (IAMS) 2021. With over 400 registrations, 21 speakers, 16 onground and virtual sessions, four sponsors and two association partners,
the IAMS 2021 served its purpose of addressing industry queries head-on
successfully. I want to take this moment to thank each of our attendees,
speakers and sponsors who supported us throughout and helped us make
it happen. In this year-ender edition, we further push the discussion from
IAMS 2021 on the status quo and growth of EVs in India with our Cover
Story. It discusses the development of electrification as a business model
throughout India, with aspects of battery as a critical component for
the growth. Our Viewpoint, an addendum to the Cover Story, discusses
the concept of EV kit retrofitting in India, its viability from a price and
feasibility point of view and so much more.
Further, our industry focus discusses the new technology in medical
machining that can help the sector reduce the time to inspect medical
devices. And adding the importance of a human element, our special
feature enlightens you about how humans are the necessary thread of
getting a technology-oriented industry up and running.
As we stand in the face of a probable third wave of COVID, we hope
to stand true to our mission of delivering new insights with an element
of uniqueness. I hope you find this edition insightful and interesting!
Keep your fingers crossed, and hope that 2022 sets us into the muchneeded normalcy!
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EDITORIAL

Satish Patil (PhD),

CEO & FOUNDER,
MITIBASE TECHNOLOGIES

Sales in the manufacturing industry are
all about understanding one’s customers
to connect with them. Therefore, one’s
customer data is the most essential data
resource for sales. It includes everything,
from the customer’s association with the
business to its relationship networks,
which can transform its sales effort.
For example, one can secure a warm
introduction or get a foot in the door
quickly, and one will sell faster.
Accelerating sales with
relationship intelligence
Sales professionals spend less than 36%
of their time in actual selling. Why? To
be effective in sales, they need to research
prospects, accounts, the industry outlook,
etc, which takes enormous time. It
requires sales professionals to dig through
customer relationship management
systems (CRMs), LinkedIn, Google, news
articles, internal documents, external
documents and other data sources.
Of course, they could avoid this timeconsuming effort and opt for outreach with
cold contacts. But businesses recognise
that cold contacts are ineffective. In
addition, we live in an age of personalised
customer experiences, and the old ways
of selling in the manufacturing industry
are less effective. Successful sales
organisations know that relationship
intelligence is the secret to reaching key
6
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“HARNESSING THE POWER OF
RELATIONSHIP INTELLIGENCE
IS THE KEY TO DRIVING
BUSINESS GROWTH IN THE
MANUFACTURING INDSUTRY”
decision-makers. And by keeping all the
data in their CRM, the whole organisation
can access it from anywhere and anytime.
But how can they gather and leverage
intelligence more efficiently?
Many manufacturing businesses
are adding relationship intelligence to
the mix. For example, CRMs powered
by relationship intelligence pull in
new external data and reveal hidden
insights about prospects and leads. The
relationship intelligence tools can scour
publicly available data like news portals,
company websites, annual financial
statements, social media & more and
automatically identify connections
and insights about prospects and leads.
Plus, it helps salespersons create a more
compelling pitch that leads to a larger
sale in less time.
Why CRM adoptions &
implementations are poor
Traditional CRM products are primarily
designed for high volume, transactional

selling and not for complex, relationshipdriven information management — that’s
why up to 70% of CRM implementations
fail. Adding relationship intelligence to
CRMs offers new insights that lead to
new connections in a company’s shared
network. The network is always moving
and growing, so constantly staying on top
of all the data is crucial. The key challenge
companies face today is avoiding any
dropped interactions and relationships.
And many unknown but already existing
relationships are relevant to us that we
don’t know we should be searching for.
The result is that companies miss out
on key opportunities that they should
have captured while also wasting time
searching for intel that should have been
at their fingertips.
Amplify the impact of AI-powered
relationship intelligence tools in
one’s CRM
Businesses can amplify the impact by
bringing true relationship insights
within CRM into the manufacturing
sales process. And this allows the entire
sales team to access this information
immediately at their fingertips.
Relationship intelligence today
represents a new generation of customer
data collection and use. Harnessing that
power is the key to driving sales and
business growth. ☐
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HIGHLIGHTS
MoUs, events, collaboration: a lot has happened in the manufacturing sector in this past month. Among
other things, Schaeffler India has signed an MoU with GoTN to expand its Housar plant and Adani
Green Energy signed the world’s largest ever green PPA with SECI. Agnilet, a made in India rocket
engine, was unveiled by Agnikul Cosmos at IAC and World Expo Dubai. In the list of new partnerships
in the industry, BFW ventured into a strategic partnership with Melito and the Napino Group joined
hands with Kerdea Technologies Inc. Lastly, IMTMA, which is celebrating its platinum jubilee in 2022,
will be combining IMTEX FORMING, Tooltech and Digital Manufacturing with IMTEX 2022.
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Adani Green Energy signs
green PPA with SECI
Adani Green Energy will be supplying 4667 MW
of green power and is on track to be the world’s
largest renewable player by 2030 by signing the
green power purchase agreement with the Solar
Energy Corporation of India (SECI).

Read more: https://bit.ly/3q5yRxG

Agnikul Cosmos unveils
Made in India rocket
engine at IAC & World Expo
Agnikul Cosmos revealed its second stage engine
– Agnilet – at International Astronautical Congress
(IAC) 2021 and the World Expo in Dubai. The
Agnilet was completely designed, manufactured &
tested in India.

MARKET

BFW signs a strategic
partnership with Melito
The entities will jointly work as official value-added
partner to brand hybrid manufacturing solutions.

Read more: https://bit.ly/3DDHh4O

Read more: https://bit.ly/3yB6Y4B
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IMTMA organises a
combined IMTEX during its
platinum jubilee

Napino Group announces
strategic partnership with
Kerdea Technologies Inc
for O2 sensor

Schaeffler India signs MoU
with Tamil Nadu
government for new plant
to expand Hosur operations

Indian Machine Tool Manufacturers’ Association
(IMTMA) will be organising a combined IMTEX
2022, IMTEX FORMING 2022, Tooltech & Digital
Manufacturing in its platinum jubilee year at BIEC
from January 20-26, 2022.

Read more: https://bit.ly/3EbShWG

Schaeffler India signs MoU for greenfield
expansion with an investment of ₹3000 million
over four years.

5

6

Napino Auto & Electronics has inked the
partnership with Kerdea Technologies Inc.

Read more: https://bit.ly/3sgA8Vj

4

Read more: https://bit.ly/3GTdUgm

Advt

www.industr.com/en - a website,

designed with a fresh new look and user-friendly
navigation, updated with the latest information
on the manufacturing technology world
Available on all digital devices globally,
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magazines – EM (Efficient Manufacturing)
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INTERVIEW

“3D Printing adoption has
accelerated in a big way”
...says Rajiv Bajaj, Managing Director – India & SEA,
Stratasys (a global pioneer and 3D Printing company in India),
in this conversation with Juili Eklahare. He points out the biggest
misconceptions in 3D Printing, the challenges and industries
showing potential for the technology. Excerpts…

How do you view the adoption of
3D Printing in general, especially
during the COVID times?

In the COVID-19 times, from a manufacturing point of view, people started looking at the
concept of manufacturing transformation very seriously. Companies realised that it is time that
they started building in-house capabilities. Besides, people realised the power they can unleash
with the 3D printer. For example, companies like Volkswagen, Hero MotoCorp, etc started using
the same 3D printers that were being used for medical devices. To sum it up, I would say the
adoption has accelerated in a big way and as the markets are opening now, people are realising
that certain key capabilities, which were critical, are an essential part of the function now.

Are there any misconceptions in the
3D Printing industry that you would
like to demystify?

The biggest misconception is that Additive Manufacturing is here to destroy conventional
manufacturing. 3D Printing has its own functionalities. In fact, the best use of 3D Printing comes
when one is able to harness the power of additive along with conventional manufacturing.

What do you think are the key
challenges around manufacturingon-demand that 3D Printing can help
manufacturing professionals solve?

On-demand manufacturing itself is by default something that 3D Printing addresses. The
biggest challenge it addresses is that the part complexity is completely alienated from the cost.
For example, if one has a very complex part, then he/she may have to invest a lot of money
in making the conventional tooling for that. But since 3D Printing is a direct manufacturing
process, it will just print parts layer by layer in any complex shape one would want it to print.
Another challenge solved is that of hyper-personalisation; one can actually make every product
coming out of the printer on the same plate, different from the previous one.

What needs to happen for endcustomers and precision-machine
shops to trust Additive Manufacturing
for quality-assured production?

I believe it’s already happened. There are airplanes like Airbus today that are flying with almost
300 3D printed parts. In such a case, the degree of confidence is huge because aerospace is
an industry that is not only process-centric but also very detailed about every single element of
design & manufacturing that goes into making parts that are put on the airplane.

Which are the industry sectors
that show a big potential for 3D
Printing technology adoption? How
is Stratasys positioned to address
demands from these sectors?

In the consumer goods segment, we have seen a huge adoption, where the requirements
went higher even during the pandemic. In the medical area, anatomy modelling & complex
studies, like COVID lung, can be built very nicely with 3D Printing. Plus, in the dental market
that we cover, people were looking at giving a better cosmetic feel to their teeth. They were
happily wearing their aligners under their masks and got the treatments done when the first
lockdown was lifted. In mobility, along with our traditional automotive, we have unmanned
aerial vehicles, drones, etc, which have huge potential.
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INTERVIEW

S TA R T- U P

“The dependency on
conventional energy
has to shift”
…mentions Sushant Kumar, Founder & Managing Director,
AMO Mobility Solutions, in this interview with Juili Eklahare. He
throws light on the company’s vision of converting e-mobility into
mass mobility in India, why the National Hydrogen Mission is an
important step that the government has taken and why the One India
One Policy is the need of the hour. Excerpts…
At AMO, you are working
towards shifting the paradigm
from conventional to electric
mobility in India. What is your
strategy for this?

Our DNA, including reliable, sustainable and affordable, is driving us to achieve the vision of
converting e-mobility into mass mobility in India. Further, we are adding channel partners to
strengthen our presence across the country and provide world-class services, warranties, etc.
Our research team is working relentlessly to look at the growing trends in a diversified market
like India and suggest ways to tap opportunities at the right time.

What are your thoughts on the
National Hydrogen Mission?
Do you think it can be a gamechanger for the automotive
industry?

The National Hydrogen Mission is undoubtedly an important step that the government has
taken. It’s no secret that conventional energy is very limited, and hence, there is a need for
renewable energy to be present in the market. Moreover, the dependency on conventional
energy has to shift, and renewable energy is the best alternative sustainable source. It is also
because renewable energies are clean and produce neither greenhouse gases – which cause
climate change – nor polluting emissions. So, yes, it can be a game-changer, not only for the
automobile industry but also to help have an overall better environment.

Do you think One India One
Policy for vehicle electrification
is the need of the hour?

Currently, the policies have not been consistent across demand, supply, charging and technology
related areas. Plus, some state policies still lean on the usage of hybrid vehicles while the country
decided to leapfrog to fully electric mobility. We believe that One India One Policy for vehicle
electrification is important and need of the hour.

What are your thoughts on the
PLI scheme for the automobile
sector? How will it benefit the
domestic industry?

It is a welcoming move. Whether for building infrastructure, manufacturing batteries or completely
relying on other countries like China or Germany, these initiatives are nothing less than a gift driving
us closer to our goals. So, the PLI scheme is helping many players, investors & stakeholders to build
businesses in the e-mobility space in India.

What is your long-term vision
for your company?

We want to achieve our vision of converting e-mobility into mass mobility. We are working
relentlessly to add new options to our already unique variants of e-mobility solutions in the long
run. Our target is to expand options from high to low-speed electric scooters in the coming
years. So, the coming year is going to be exciting for our company. Our end goal is to build a
sustainable ecosystem for electric vehicles in India.
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What manufacturing
will look like in 2022

I m ag es co u r tes y : shutterstock

OPINION

Juili Eklahare, Assistant Editor
As COVID-19 regulations ease and manufacturing activity
rebounds, to stay one step ahead of industry trends and keep
pace with the competition, manufacturers must remain nimble
and find ways to speedily respond to customer demand. While
2021 has proved to be both energetic and disruptive for the
manufacturing industry, manufacturers are still on the road to
recovery from the effect of the coronavirus pandemic.
The United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO) in its 2022 Industrial Development Report (IDR), states
that three important megatrends expected to shape the postpandemic landscape are digitalisation, production rebalancing and
industrial greening, and highlights that countries must take these
megatrends into consideration when making recovery strategies.
As automation increases, so does the threat to cybersecurity.
According to the UK National Cyber Security Centre, there were
three times as many ransomware attacks in the first quarter of
2021 as there were in the whole of 2019. And research by PwC
suggests that 61% of technology executives expect this to increase
in 2022. Manufacturers should not only consider improving their
cyber defences but also maintaining business resiliency on the offchance of a cyber-attack.
Besides, with the growing attention towards carbon neutrality
& industrial greening, countries need to quicken the move to a
green industrial sector and to transform their energy systems. In
14

fact, with the COP26, this is a critical moment to spur industrial
decarbonisation.
Further, in 2022, there will be continual efforts to solve
and manage the on-going supply chain issues. Manufacturing
companies are dealing with distribution postponements, mainly
for international supply chain networks. According to Bloomberg,
the cost of transporting a container from Asia to Europe has
risen tenfold since 2020. What’s more, customers will expect
unified digital experiences. This means that companies must
guarantee that nurturing such experiences is a part of their
digital transformation task and approach. And for that there
are technologies that allow the customer to feel & understand
products virtually, for example, 3D modelling.
But it’s not just the technologies that will be evolving in
2022. We are also seeing the world open up and new events &
exhibitions taking place in certain parts around the globe.
In spite of all this, the Indian manufacturing industry must
focus on the opportunities at hand in 2022, which are mainly
digitalisation, localisation and expansion. Once seen as ‘nice
to have’ or ‘something for tomorrow’, digital technologies have
become more dependable and conventional. Although the losses
during the pandemic were uncountable, the industry has learnt
a lot, too and can now be better prepared to enter the next year
with better grounding.
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Growth of a new business model

The electrification of transport is one of the chief trends of the 21st century. A lot of
work is being done to explore various aspects of EVs and their role in transportation
and energy systems. Batteries are the crucial technology supporting the
decarbonisation of transport. The Cover Story throws light on vehicle designs and
application in the electric mobility space, how batteries are
one of the critical systems alongside the powertrain in EVs
Manoz Kumar M Tirupati,
Joint General Manager and how fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV) are gaining
Transportation Design
& Engg,
Tata Elxsi
considerable momentum in recent times.
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Fast charging infrastructure needs to be developed
on a large scale across the country to ensure
enough charging stations are located for EV users

The ongoing climate change and steady increase in pollution
is alarming to mankind. The worldwide environmental protection
movement, volunteered by most countries to reduce global
greenhouse gas emissions, is driving the phase change of the
automotive industry from internal combustion engines (ICE) to
Electric Vehicles (EVs). At the same time, the rising consumer
sentiments towards buying carbon neutral vehicles, as a conscience
step, in building a sustainable future is also pushing the EV
industry into mainstream business for all global carmakers. From
a technology perspective, the investments done in the past two
decades are showing signs of feasibility and mass application, be it
on batteries or charging. EVs will be at the top of acceleration in
this decade (2020-30), keeping in mind stringent enforcements by
governments and peer pressure to sustain in the market.
However, the business challenges are still aplenty:
(a) Total cost of ownership of EVs comparable with ICE vehicles
(b) Charging infrastructure availability to the public
(c) EVs with higher km range per charge
(d) Safety in terms of electric and crash
Some of these challenges relate to technology and design
advancements in major systems like power source – battery,
power converters, etc. In addition, the evolving technology
challenges, like different chemistries in battery, consolidation of
converters, improving efficiency of drive motors and adaptation
to traction application.

alongside the powertrain in EV. Therefore, accommodating the
right battery size coupled with similarly efficient vehicle
architecture and other design components is important.

Vehicle designs and applications in e-mobility
Electrification divides the vehicle design into two subcategories based on the application. The first one is passenger
EVs for personal/family use and the second is last mile delivery/
logistics. As EVs give a clean slate for design, both categories
will require the carmakers to wear different lenses while
managing vehicle architecture to fulfil requirements for the end
goal. Passenger EV buyers would expect the driving experience
and luggage space to suit their driving style & lifestyle with a
performance that is superior to the current age ICE vehicle. Last
mile delivery EVs, whereas would expect a larger cabin space to
accommodate either passengers or goods and may not expect to
cross a pre-defined speed threshold. New EV platform concept,
ie, skateboard chassis, houses batteries on the vehicle floor, has
evolved over a period and looks promising from the future mass
development and industry adoption perspective. Reducing the
overall weight and increasing the strength are the key parameters
to affect design and performance.

Powertrain in EVs and its significance

Batteries: The most critical EV component

Terminologies used in the EV industry vary according to the
region and EV players. EV powertrain or e-drive refers to
Among all the systems in EVs, the battery plays a major role traction motor and gearbox. The traction motor is a critical
because it powers the vehicle for traction. A few factors that make component as it converts electrical energy from the battery to
batteries the most critical component are size, weight, cost and life. wheels as tractive force for mobility. Designing a motor,
An EV’s range is proportional to the size of the battery and how characterised for traction application is challenging with issues
much energy it can store in the given package volume, which in in cooling and noise, vibration and harshness (NVH). There is
the real world, is a constraint with vehicle dimensions. In addition, another challenge related to scarcity of available material.
the weight of the battery gets significantly high when the size Currently, rare earth permanent magnet materials are used in
increases. The weight adversely affects the vehicle dynamics Permanent Magnet Synchronous (PMS) motor. The industry is
parameters, like centre of gravity, weight distribution, strength & innovating newer materials to adapt in motor design with no or
stiffness of the vehicle, which in turn, reflects in acceleration, minimal use of permanent magnets. Choosing the right
braking and ride performance. The cost of the vehicle, depending specification of battery & powertrain is equally comparable to
on the chemistry, size, structure, robustness, etc, accounts for 30- the conventional engine-gearbox combination as its design
40% of the vehicle. Hence, the battery is one of the critical systems affects vehicle traction performance, efficiency and response.
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Power conversion system

Intelligent battery systems for higher efficiencies

In power convertors, the requirements are driven primarily
from the embedded and electronics front and then converged
with mechanical design via packaging and cooling design. The
widely used technology in power convertors is a wide band gap
of semiconductor (SiC/GaN) for higher power efficiency, being
compact in size & lightweight. Nowadays, the consolidation of
modules is gaining focus, which aims to combine two or more
converters into a single unit, which not only saves significant
package space in vehicles but also reduces the overall weight by
avoiding or reducing separate enclosure and cooling system
modules. These single/combo units also achieve higher
volumetric power density targets. However, it is a challenging
task to package multiple PCBs in a small volume and design an
effective cooling system module.

An intelligent battery system depends on factors, like battery
architecture, thermal management system, monitoring &
controlling. The selection of the appropriate form factor of cells,
usage of lightweight materials for the structures, reduction of cost
and weight through efficient packaging, optimised cooling system,
intelligent prediction, optimised battery performance through
intelligent Battery Management System (BMS), real time
monitoring, pro-active control through digital twin and cloud
BMS are some key parameters to consider. These aspects of
intelligent battery system will significantly improve the efficiency
of battery system all around in terms of structural, thermal, safety,
life expectancy and offer modularity & scalability as a complement.
As mentioned earlier, battery and EV powertrain are the
major components directly impacting an EV performance.
Apart from those, the power converters contribute a lot to
improve the EV performance, as they convert and transfer the
power, whether it is internal or external charging. The other
influencing factors are the high voltage vehicle architecture and
vehicle aerodynamic design. Moving to high voltage vehicle
architecture like 800V or 1200V may reduce the power
transmission losses. Vehicle aerodynamic design shall improve
the traction and dynamic performance irrespectively. If the
above mentioned factors and components design are taken care
of, then it may improve EV performance considerably.

EV charging infrastructure to
play a key role in EV adoption
The EV charging time is always looked as one of the major
challenges in transition from the ICE to EV vehicles. Home
charging is usually alternating current (AC) charging similar to
other AC appliances (3-pin socket) in our homes. However, this
charging is slow charging, takes a longer duration to completely
charge the vehicle, and hence, is preferred for overnight
charging. Fast charging is direct current (DC) charging, which
helps to reduce the charging duration considerably. There are
advancements in progress to further reduce the charging time
by increasing the DC power for fast charging. This may help EV
users to recharge the battery in less than 30 minutes, but it will
come with its own set of challenges. The cost of fast charging is
currently very high and repeated use would make the running
cost of EVs greater than that of ICE vehicles. In addition, fast
charging has a negative effect on battery life and can affect
range in longer runs. It may also lead to battery overheating and
would require active cooling of the battery while fast charging.
Frequent fast charging may lead to battery wear out before
specified lifetime of it.
Battery swapping may offer a potential opportunity to avoid
issues related to fast charging and could become the preferred
mode of charging in densely populated areas, where home
charging is not possible. It could be done at the stations like
refuelling. Initially, fleets and city transport vehicles were more
inclined to adopt this type of charging wherein optimising cost of
charging and time to charge were key to success and economic
parameters. The other option is wireless charging, either when
parked or while driving for ease and on-the-go charging, that may
require appropriate infrastructure and technology. Charging
infrastructure availability plays a vital role for customers to adapt
to EVs, and it is indeed increasing as most fossil fuel vendors are
venturing into the charging infrastructure business.

18

EVs to become mainstream soon
Mass EV manufacturing and adoption are inevitable, and
laying the transition path will require a lot of investments in
terms of infrastructure and building trust amongst customers on
EV through technology. This has already started happening
across the world at different scales. Customers are eager to
accept EVs if they are affordable, offer good range (~500kms)
and can be charged in less time (<30 minutes). The technology is
also rapidly evolving to make for higher energy density battery,
more efficient motors and more compact power converters.
New-age vehicles are more digitalised than ever to provide
assistance in safer driving, offer comfort and concierge services.
EVs are no exceptions and may require more digital design for
systems monitoring, control and comfort. Human machine
interface (HMI) or display on dashboard are becoming larger and
more interactive & connected. This trend will continue as the
scale of autonomous driving keeps going up. A few challenges
rounding the EV industry would be more evident when mass
production scales up. Lithium usage will phenomenally rise
towards the end of this decade and further, as battery production
will be scaled up to meet higher demands. The permanent magnet
and rare earth metal availability for motor manufacturing will
become an issue. New technologies have to be explored to address
the blockers and to make available technologies like Switch
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The powertrain is a major component
directly impacting EV performance

Reluctant Motor (SRM) as a commercially viable solution.
The infrastructure for community and public charging or
swapping stations have to be developed at a fast pace. Developed
countries are ahead in this & are working to provide infrastructure
rigorously. Most big oil producers and vendors are investing in
building charging stations, collaborating with EV ecosystem
players and are working to create large infrastructure platforms
for this transition. However, there are a few challenges involved in
this, as the technologists have to define which efficient technology
will be widely used. Until then, investments in charging related
infrastructure are done with a lot of hesitation and uncertainty.
At the same time, alternative technologies like fuel cell electric
vehicle (FCEV) can’t be ignored, as they are gaining considerable
momentum in recent times. However, they still have a smaller
market size compared to EVs but they are seeing rapid growth. In
addition, from the perspective of fuel filling convenience and
range, FCEVs are potentially more promising. From the
regulations perspective, OEMs are aligning to zero emission
targets based on markets and business strategies. EV programs
have been given a lot of importance within each company to meet
the overall CO2 targets to avoid the penalties. At the same time,
companies at all levels, like OEMs, tier 1 & technology services
and manufacturing sectors channelise investments towards EV
technology. Companies within the same domain or different
domains are making synergy to innovate and mass produce EVs,
which shows the healthy way forward as a whole industry.

convenience of the consumer. Swappable battery infrastructure
has a high potential in the Indian context as the EV industry is
revolving around 2W and 3W in large percentages. Battery
swapping in 4W & commercial vehicles is also becoming popular
around the world to equate the time duration for EV charging and
ICE refuelling. Battery lending may gain momentum as battery
costing is around 25% of the vehicle cost, and it will ease the cost
of ownership to EV customers. The battery has the potential to
become a separate service due to the various reasons currently
discussed. Home charging infrastructure requires to be developed
for large communities like apartments, especially in urban areas.
At the same time, public fast charging infrastructure needs to
be developed on a large scale across the country to ensure enough
charging stations are located for EV users. In addition, there is a
huge potential that all parking spaces will offer the option of
either EV fast charging or wireless charging. Vehicle to Grid
(V2G) concept is gaining traction because of the advantages it
offers in multiple ways. However, it may require a robust
infrastructure to become a clean energy, like solar energy to
charge EV battery and battery to home or grid.
Second life of battery/battery recycling/scrapping: End-of-life
battery could be reused for less critical applications, providing
them a second life. It will reduce the scrappage of battery and
shift the batteries from e-mobility application to stationary
application. Servicing of automotive batteries will be a new
business model in the future to give them a second life. Most of
the metals used in battery chemistry, including lithium, could be
recovered
from scrapped batteries and reused to make new
The emerging new business model
batteries.
It
has large business potential because of the scarcity
in the EV mobility space
and high cost of the metals used in the battery. The battery
Ownership/subscription/ride sharing/pay-per-use: Consumers recycling industry has a wider scope as they may get scrapped
will have a choice between these mobility options based on their batteries other than automotive application too, like mobiles,
usage applications. EV subscriptions for specific period or pay- electronic toys and household. In addition, the users may get
per-use without owning the vehicle may offer a great cost monetary benefit while scrapping the used batteries.
advantage to customers. Subscription business models are Digital connectivity: Services like trip recommendation and
growing in western countries owing to the higher initial cost of route optimisation, nearest available charging station by blending
EVs and maintenance free usage plans.
the real-time data and the predictive system data within the
Home charging / public fast charging / battery swapping / vehicle would add value to EV users. The business model around
battery lending / battery as a service / vehicle to grid: Charging digital connectivity has diversified a lot and would continue to
infrastructure players will offer multiple options as per the offer a great experience to EV end-consumers. ☐
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“The world will move towards
the new industrial revolution
much faster than envisaged”
…says Prashant Sardeshmukh, Managing Director, MMC Hardmetal, in this interview with
Juili Eklahare. He discusses how the company has always endeavoured to take its technology
beyond the established norms, how he has kept his team agile and nimble during the
COVID-19 pandemic and the opportunities it is seeking at IMTEX 2022. Excerpts…
How is the cutting tools industry playing its role in the
‘Atmanirbhar Bharat Abhiyan’? How is it helping in the
overall industrial manufacturing growth?
When it comes to metalworking and component
manufacturing, cutting tools become an indispensable part of
manufacturing processes, be it micro-precision components
or any part of the vehicle. The Atmanirbhar Bharat initiative
is all about making India ‘self-reliant’ in order to boost the
economy, industrial growth
and infrastructure. This gives
an immense scope for the
development of all types
of industries, particularly
the
manufacturing
sector. The Atmanirbhar
Bharat initiative is set to
benefit all sectors, like the
automotive,
aerospace,
medical, energy, railways,
etc. It will eventually
help with the
growth
of

other industries, like the handicraft industry, cottage
industry, MSMEs, etc. Therefore, being strategic partners to
various industries, it opens a vast canvas for us as well.
How has MMC Hardmetal India strived to take its
technology beyond the established norms and practices of
metal cutting normally observed on the shop floor? What
are the challenges overcome in this process?
The world is embracing the new industrial revolution.
We have witnessed much advancement in metal cutting
technology in the recent times. These developments
pertain to smart manufacturing, high-speed machining,
near net machining of ‘difficult-to-cut- materials’ and dry
cutting methods. Our research and development focus on
these aspects and they reflect in our products too. We have
always endeavoured to take our technology beyond the
established norms with total adherence and compliance to
our core values, ‘for people, society and the earth.’
The challenges that we need to overcome are about
meeting customers’ high expectations, delivering the
best products with high precision, reliability, top-class
efficiency and enhanced durability. Other couple of
challenges are about environment protection and keeping
human exertion to minimum levels.
Do you see radical changes in the cutting tool field,
especially given the COVID-19 pandemic for nearly the
last two years?
The pandemic has created a broad awareness amongst
everyone across the world. Strategic changes are required
to align with the new situation. This includes digitisation
in manufacturing as well as other business processes,
such as supply chain activities, sales, customer support
activities and so on. The world will move towards the
new industrial revolution much faster than envisaged.
This includes the Internet of Things (IoT), robotics,
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Prashant Sardeshmukh has a BE
(Mechanical) from Walchand College Of
Engineering, Sangli. He has worked as a
Trainee Engineer at Bajaj Auto, as
Production Executive at Pune Heat
Treat, as CNC & Tool Engineering
Executive at KSB Pumps and Senior
Sales Engineer at Widia India.

In an interview almost three years ago, you mentioned that
the converging of IT and OT and advancements in additive
& subtractive manufacturing are technology developments
that will have the maximum traction. Three years later,
do you still believe the same or have there been more
technology developments & trends about?
Yes, indeed. The integration of IT and OT in the manufacturing
Your company’s business operation, production, etc were process leads to superior enterprise management. It
affected due to the pandemic. How did you keep your team helps the enterprise to validate business ideas and allows
agile and nimble during this period?
rationalising capital expenditure. It allows advancements
We evolved a strong communication system amongst us to stay in 3D visualisation, Additive Manufacturing and industrial
connected and had regular dialogue among us. With digital robots and facilitates modern technology to improve
support, we held online meetings/interactions & training process efficiency & boost production. With thorough
sessions with our customers, distributors and team members. knowledge of engineering processes and advanced machine
We have continued this practice even after
tools & equipments microprocessors
the situation has eased out. Similarly,
and sensors, as well as communication
we utilised the non-active time to study
protocols, the integration of IT &
and discuss the latest technological
OT becomes very effective. In recent
DEVELOPMENT OF
developments and market challenges. All
times, we have seen the development
INTEGRATED DATA AND
these efforts kept us agile and nimble.
of integrated data network and digital
platforms which facilitates automation
NETWORK PLATFORMS
You say that any technology used with bad
FACILITATE AUTOMATION AND and smart manufacturing.
intent turns into a disruptive technology.
SMART MANUFACTURING
Can you elaborate?
Your company has been associated
Technology itself does not wear any tag
with IMTEX for more than 18 years.
such as good or bad. Every innovation
After a big gap, what opportunities are
or technology is aimed to make human life easier. But history you looking at grabbing at the exhibition in 2022? How do
is fraught with a few innovations that have proved fatal for you plan to make up for the time we were all virtual?
mankind. For example, Sir Alfred Nobel invented the dynamite, IMTEX has always fetched us many exciting opportunities. I
a high explosive for mining and building. But it was misused to look forward to this event with great hope and aspirations and to
disrupt and destroy human life. The term disruptive technology is having fruitful interactions with many stalwarts. I also expect the
associated to Artificial Intelligence (AI), IoT, robots, self-driving gatherings to be more pointed, highly insightful and interactive.
cars, home assistants, electronic gadgets and services, etc. We
Our endeavour is to make the most of it by introducing
have plenty of examples that show how the use of AI, IoT, with cutting-edge technology and innovative products, such as
bad intent, turns disruptive and leads to cybercrime. The same our new chip breaker system series, a wide range of grooving
can also be said about robots and home assistants.
products, our new ASPX series cutter for face milling and so on. ☐
connectivity, computational power and analytics to reduce
or avoid mobility of employees. Many companies have
started taking steps in this direction. They have provided
digital access to their employees, business associates and to
customers as well, in order to ensure the smooth functioning
of various business processes.

‘‘
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From pumps to plug: What
retrofitting ICE vehicle entails
The Delhi Transport Department has been putting efforts to improve electrification of ICE
vehicles in the Delhi-NCR region. The government, which was previously considering
outlawing all diesel vehicles older than 10 years, refrained from it seeing an unethusiatic
response from the masses. As a result of the present diktat, diesel cars older than 10 years
will be able to operate in the Delhi-NCR zone if they are modified/retrofitted with an EV kit.
The Viewpoint aims to understand what an EV kit comprises, its pros and cons, the costeffectiveness for Indian customers and the feasibility to implement EV kits countrywide.

Anvita Pillai
Assistant Editor
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net

“Conversion of ICE vehicles to electric provides a low cost,
low-risk option to try out EVs”

An EV conversion kit comprises a Li-ion battery pack, BMS, traction motor, motor controller,
inverter, on-board computer (vehicle control unit) and the operating software, which combines all
the discrete components as an integrated system to deliver required vehicle performance and range.
The kits can be used for both diesel and petrol vehicles. Conversion of existing ICE vehicles to
electric provides customers with a low cost, low-risk option to try out an EV and understand their
intricacies before investing in a much costlier new EV. This approach is especially lucrative for the
CV segment, as converting a fraction of their existing CVs to electric makes a lot more sense as they
can re-use their existing assets while also gaining the operational savings of an eCV. The
announcement by the Delhi government is an encouraging step and creates an opportunity for
offering new life to ageing diesel vehicles. Conversion of existing vehicles to electric has the twofold benefit of extending the useful life of these vehicles before scrapping and eliminating fuel costs.

Nakul Kukar,

Founder & CEO,
Cell Propulsion

“ Offering local subsidies along with financing
will boost the nation's retrofitment space”

To install an EV kit, a diesel vehicle is stripped of its ICE components, leaving only its body frame.
An electric motor, EV battery and a battery power controller are integrated to regulate the energy flow.
The kits can be used to convert both petrol and diesel cars alike. On average, in the Indian landscape,
conversion to EV can lead to significant cost savings in terms of fuel, maintenance and servicing costs,
battery replacement costs, etc. The cost-effectiveness in favour of retrofitment is usually on the higher
side for a cargo or logistics vehicle (especially 3W or 4W delivery vehicle), compared to passenger cars.
While converting your ICE vehicle to an EV has pros of cost-saving, extends vehicle life, gives a new
lease of performance and improves energy efficiency and safety, there are also cons like limited charging
facility or having longer charging times. However, with the ongoing EV boom in India, these aspects
will soon be taken care of. With few state governments taking positive steps, offering local subsidies on
retrofitment along with ensuring availability of financing will boost the nation's retrofitment space.
22

Deepak MV,

Founder & CEO,
Etrio
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“If the cons are taken care of, EV kits can be implemented country-wide”
Vikas Gupta,
CEO,
eAshwa

The engine gets power by injecting diesel inside it, giving appropriate torque at the gear
end and rotating the propeller shaft generally with the front wheels. But in the case of a 4x4
vehicle, it is connected to all four wheels. The battery plays the role of diesel, and the motor and
controller play the engine in case of the retrofit kit fitted vehicle. Thus, the EV kit comprises a
battery, motor, controller and converter for other electrical and electronic operations, which
can be used for both diesel and petrol vehicles. In terms of effective cost savings, it is just a body
and the common components saved in a retrofit vehicle. If we convert it into value, it may
range from ₹1-2 lakhs. The pros include waste management and cost savings on the body &
common components. In contrast, cons include hassle on the approval of retrofit vehicles at the
model level, absence of anybody certifying such kits and the time taken in approvals, if available.
If these cons are taken care of, this can be implemented all over the country.

Dr Akshay Singhal,
Founder & CEO,
Log 9 Materials

“Retrofitting is easily replicable beyond Delhi and across India”

An EV retrofit kit helps convert an ICE vehicle to an electric vehicle. The EV kit typically
consists of a motor, controller, battery and wiring harness. The EV kit for a 4W cargo vehicle
would cost around ₹4.2-5 lakhs (for 15 kWh to 20 kWh) options for a range of 70-85 km. In
comparison, a new 4W cargo EV would cost around ₹10-12 lakhs, compared to ₹6-8 lakhs for
a diesel variant. Typically, a retrofit battery would last for three to four years. But, for the EV
retrofit market to succeed, it would require long-lasting batteries which can run at least five to
eight years without performance loss. There are more than 10 lakh 3W cargo vehicles, 20+
lakh 4W cargo vehicles, 20+ lakh 4W passenger taxis running on Indian roads today within
the city limits. Retrofitting these is a major opportunity for the EV industry. New EV sales will
only solve the emission issues with new vehicles without addressing the millions polluting on
Indian roads. Retrofitting is easily replicable beyond Delhi and across India, given the huge
operational savings and immense pollution reduction, especially in the urban areas. It might
be a viable alternative once the vehicle is out of the financing period (2-4 years).

“GoI should include retrofits under FAME-II”
Dr Amitabh Saran,
Founder & CEO,
Altigreen
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India To convert an ICE vehicle into a fully functioning EV, the EV kit would always include a
traction motor, motor control unit, power converters, electronic displays, power & control wire harness,
battery pack & BMS to convert and custom-built brackets and fixtures to mount components. Once
retrofitted and driveable, the vehicle must receive a road-worthy Type Approval Certification (TAC)
from ARAI or a similar body to retrofit the vehicle model+EV kit combination in any vehicle around the
country. Depending on the vehicle being converted, the cost of fitting an EV kit (minus the battery pack)
can vary, from ₹20,000 for two-wheelers to ₹2,00,000 for small four-wheelers and ₹4,00,000 for SUV or
larger ones. The Li-ion battery pack can be roughly estimated at ₹13,000 per kWh. It will be unlikely for
customers to convert ICE to EVs with the above costs, especially four-wheelers and bigger. The GoI
should include retrofits under FAME-II, to avoid high battery costs. In addition, the Scrappage Policy
should allow an automatic 10-year extension if ICE is converted into EV. Lastly, TAC processes, which
are expensive and require EV kits to be certified for each vehicle model, should be made easier.
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“EV kits are the fastest route to electrify mobility in the country”
Arun Sreyas,

CEO & Co-founder,
RACEnergy

In a traditional ICE vehicle, when one fully dismantles the noisy, vibrating engine -the
source of power that makes the vehicle run and installs it with a new ‘EV kit’ in its place, they
are essentially retrofitting the vehicle to make it electric. Typically, one would find a motor,
motor controller, fixed/removable battery pack and transmission in an EV kit.
This can be done on any ICE vehicle (petrol, diesel, CNG, LPG), given the EV kit is welldesigned for the application. This is one of the fastest routes to electrify mobility in the
country, as it costs the vehicle owners a fraction of what it would cost to buy a new EV. It is
also relatively faster for OEMs to go to the market. The quality of the R&D behind this
technology directly translates to the performance and life of the vehicle, and thereby customer
satisfaction. It can help customers save about 50% on lifetime ownership costs. With the right
kind of incentives from the government and sharp focus on technology by the OEMs, we can
scale up rapidly and expand to other parts of the country as well.

Ashwini Kumar,

Green Hydrogen Expert

“EV kits can be beneficial with adequate regulations and government control”

An EV kit converts an existing diesel/petrol vehicle by completely replacing the existing engine
and related components of a gasoline vehicle or the kit is added as an additional power source
complementing an existing engine to run on both electricity and petrol/diesel provided, they have the
basic electronic systems to sustain the operations of an electric motor. Compared to the price of EVs
today, EV kit isn’t an affordable option either. Its cost varies from ₹4-8 lakhs depending on
manufacturers, range requirements and safety & warranty terms. For people with vehicle for daily
commute use an EV kit will be counterproductive and will find the relatively lower costs of an EV kit
to be more burdensome in the long run. However, for fleet operators, an EV kit can provide significant
benefits to extend the life of diesel/petrol vehicles and substantially reduce operating costs. An EV kit
can be beneficial for users across the country and with adequate regulations and government control,
it can give a big competition to EV manufacturers.
Sushant Kumar,

Founder & Managing
Director,
AMO Mobility Solutions
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“EV kits are feasible only for big private players and government agencies”

An EV kit is designed to convert fossil-fuel-powered vehicles into EVs, in which the motor of the EV
kit is installed in place of the diesel engine while the other parts of the kit are connected to the wheels and
controller electronics that will measure the acceleration, speed, energy, range, etc. It takes around ₹5-6 lakh
for an efficient EV kit to help one save more money when compared to diesel or petrol four-wheelers. Due
to retrofitting, the overall performance of the vehicle can get compromised, and hence, less power, less
efficiency will force one to go for regular maintenance. This maintenance can be expensive if there are
serious issues with the vehicle’s retrofitting, components and performance. EV kit and retrofitting pros
include zero emissions, carbon neutrality, lightweight vehicles, no sound pollution and a better riding
experience. The cons are high starting operation cost, reduced overall performance and lack of charging
infrastructure. The bottom line is that the idea of an EV kit is only feasible for big private players and
government agencies but it may come at a huge cost for common Indian people and EV manufacturers.
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Abhijeet Wassan,
Founder,
Mac Auto India

“Retrofitting can increase the life span of
existing vehicles by five to seven years”

An EV kit enables the vehicle owner to convert their ICE
vehicle into an EV, whether diesel or petrol. It can be retrofitted in
old diesel cars after removing its ICE components such as engine,
fuel tank, exhaust, drivetrain, etc. A high voltage wiring circuit,
battery pack and other control units for the EV system are fitted to
equip the car with an electric motor.
The cost of buying and installing EV kits vary based on the
battery range, efficiency and quality. If a car owner plans to convert
into a hybrid version, the cost will depend on installing of a dualengine machine, generator, wire harness, power & control
electronics and batteries. According to the Government’s
announcement, diesel vehicles that are 10 years or older should be
converted into EVs to be on Delhi roads. Retrofitting is expected to
increase the life span of existing vehicles by five to seven years so
that cars do not fall into scrappage policy.
Since EV kits do not have an exhaust system, they result in
zero emissions making it easier on the environment. Plus, it
involves less maintenance frequency and is not noisy. While EVs
have considerable benefits, they have a few downsides. Converting
a conventional diesel vehicle requires a large initial investment
that might be a bit expensive. Even after considering the pros and
cons, EVs are revolutionizing the automobile industry. From
2020 to 2021, the share of EVs in new vehicle sales has tripled.
This clearly shows that EVs are widely becoming common among
the Indian population. Given the efficiency of EVs, it can be
implemented country-wide depending on the availability of
charging stations and depots.
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How to use precision GD&T
to reduce inspection time for
complex medical devices

Precision GD&T, if applied strategically to medical device
components, can speed time to market by reducing inspection time
across the three main areas of inspection: setup, in-process and
final. This article explains how precision GD&T and profile
tolerancing can reduce inspection time with the help of a case study.
With efficiency and speed to market being on top of
mind, medical device companies are searching for the best
way to quickly and accurately manufacture devices that
function as designed. For years, inspection has been critical
to a seamless manufacturing process, but it can often be
headache-inducing, especially when it comes to complex
features with tight tolerances. As new technologies
fundamentally shape metrology and measurement science,
they also create new opportunities to improve the inspection
process and alleviate these headaches. At the centre of this
change are precision Geometric Dimensioning and
Tolerancing (precision GD&T) and profile tolerancing.
Precision GD&T applies geometric dimensioning and
tolerancing to optimise the design and function of devices. It
allows the maximum tolerances to be used for features while
still conforming to the design intent. Profile tolerancing,
inherent to precision GD&T, is often one of the best methods
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Jim Stertz,
Director of Technology,
Lowell, Inc

to optimise a design when compared to conventional linear
+/- dimensioning. Simply put, profile tolerancing defines
uniform upper- and lower-level boundaries around the desired
physical geometry. It simplifies the tolerancing scheme and
delivers results for device companies, including reduced
inspection time, improved accuracy and reduced measurement
error. This is accomplished by providing a means to more
efficient, effective measurement and quality control.
A leading medical device company was looking for the best
approach to manufacture a cervical plate efficiently in one such
illustration. Lowell advised using precision GD&T, specifically
profile tolerancing, in place of a more conventional linear +/dimensioning scheme. The example in Table 1 reveals the
significant time savings possible — in both dimensioning their
drawing and in inspection-related activities—with precision
GD&T. Profile tolerancing consumed about one-third of the
time of linear +/- dimensioning.
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Table 1: Comparing time estimates
for steps in linear +/- dimensioning
vs. profile tolerancing

Precision GD&T: New technology drives
adoption over the past decade

Setup inspection: From hours to
minutes with profile tolerancing

Profile tolerancing dates to the 1930s but was relatively
unused until a decade ago when new inspection software
and PC-powered adoption. Equipped with the tools for
profile analysis, manufacturers were eager to apply this
cutting-edge technology to every medical device. In recent
years, however, manufacturers have changed their approach
based on lessons learnt. They’ve narrowed their focus to the
most complex features of medical devices, which often
require the most rigorous inspection. This shift allows
medical device manufacturers to take advantage of this
technology where it’s most effective and best optimises the
production process.
Another change for precision GD&T has been the
increasing availability of profile tolerancing software.
Advances in 3D measurement tools with coordinate
measuring machines (CMMs) and measurement analysis
software combined with the nominal geometry of 3D solid
models eliminate many of the challenges in the inspection
department. Now, starting with the CAD model as its base,
engineers, manufacturers and inspectors can take advantage
of precision GD&T in place of 2D methods, such as
micrometres and optical comparators. Most CMMs today
include basic profile analysis software that generates 2D
versions of the actual part deviation relative to the CAD
model. Dedicated profile analysis software, such as
SmartProfile® from Kotem Technologiesii, elevates these
part deviations to 3D. Via CMM or dedicated profile
analysis software, data gathered from a part is fit to the
program for instantaneous manufacturing feedback at all
stages of inspection.

The impact of profile tolerancing starts with the fully
dimensioned drawing that a medical device company shares
with its manufacturer. For the cervical plate in the example,
profile tolerancing cut the time required by more than half
compared to linear +/- dimensioning, in this case from 480
minutes to 180. Time savings continue at the manufacturer
level with setup inspection, also known as first article
inspection. Setup inspection verifies that the manufacturing
processes’ first part in a lot conforms to the drawing
requirements. The example shows how dramatic the
difference can be, with the profile eliminating more than 330
minutes from the linear +/- dimensioning process.
Setup inspection is an essential first step to ensure the
process is set up correctly and that devices and components
will be made accurately. Any adjustments to the machining
process will be made based on this inspection, so accuracy is
critical. Before the first part is made, the CAD models are
uploaded into software to create the 3D profile. This ensures
the CAD model is true to the engineer’s design intent. Figure
1 is an example of the complexity that a linear +/- tolerancing
scheme creates for a theoretical ring with complex features.
In this case, the complex features are a series of small arc
radii. There are 50 angles, 150 radii, 50 peak to peak, 50
valley to valley and 1 outside radius — over 301 measurement
results. Setup inspection for this part could take up to two
hours, as each feature is inspected for size, form, orientation
and location.
In contrast is Figure 2, where the drawing is converted to
a 3D profile. There is only one measurement result.
Inspection time for this part drastically reduces from about
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Figure 1: An example of the complexity that
a linear +/- tolerancing scheme creates for
a theoretical ring with complex features

Figure 2: A drawing that has been
converted to a 3D profile

two hours to about five minutes. Beyond time savings, an
additional benefit to profile tolerancing is greater confidence
that parts conform to the requirements. Unlike linear +/dimensioning, profile tolerancing harness powerful software
to help machinists and inspectors compare a device’s
dimensions more accurately against the drawing.
A longstanding risk in setup inspection — especially for
small, complex geometries — is misinterpreting a dimension
or measurement result. This could give inaccurate feedback,
resulting in a harmful adjustment to the manufacturing
process, including changes to the tooling, tooling path or the
machine program itself. When unnecessary changes are
made, driven by false negatives or false positives, the
functionality and design of the part can be compromised.
Profile tolerancing helps reduce this risk.

In-process inspection: Profile tolerancing
maintains efficient, accurate production
An in-process inspection ensures the manufacturing
process, once verified in setup inspection, is maintained
throughout production. Devices coming off the line are
checked at intervals to ensure process stability. Profile
tolerancing simplifies these steps of inspection. With
traditional linear +/- tolerancing, a machinist or quality
engineer must scan lines of dimensions and measurements
on a printout and compare them back to a drawing to see if
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there is any deviation (see Figure 3). Even with printouts
from advanced programs such as PC-DEMIS™iv, reports can
be as large as 20 pages if there are multiple critical dimensions.
This creates the need for the machinist and inspector to
review potentially hundreds of dimensions printed in
excruciating detail. While this mountain of data is reviewed,
parts continue to be made. This creates a potential gap
between identifying an error and removing nonconforming
parts from the line.
This gap is reduced with profile tolerancing, which
provides visual feedback of an inspected part via a 3D CAD
model. The example in Table 1 shows the difference: 120
minutes in linear vs 20 minutes in profile for dimensional
inspection, with an additional 17 minutes saved per round of
inspection results interpretation. With the 3D CAD model,
as in figure 4, a machinist can see at a glance if a dimension
or feature is nonconforming, decreasing the time between
identifying an error and halting production to amend the
process. This reduced inspection time helps overall process
efficiency, which can improve time to market.
In Figure 4, areas in or nearing deviation from design are
marked in red and blue for quick identification. An area of
red indicates a deviation into the plus material condition,
and the blue areas indicate a minus condition. With this
visual feedback, a machinist working with an inspector can
quickly diagnose the problem as an incorrect offset, fixture
problems or excessive clamping pressure.
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Figure 3: With traditional linear +/- tolerancing, a
machinist or quality engineer has to scan lines of
dimension and measurements on a printout and
compare back to a drawing to is if there is any deviation

Final inspection less paperwork and faster
turnaround with profile tolerancing
The typical final inspection process for medical devices
requires the review of a random sample of the lot to ensure the
products are made correctly and conform to requirements.
Statistical sampling tables determine the quantity of parts needed
for testing. These tables are based on acceptance sampling, which
indicates how many products need to be reviewed to reliably
predict an entire batch conforms to requirements.
Traditionally measurement, testing and inspection of the
final elements would be completed manually against linear
measurements. That data is then used to create the associated
inspection report paperwork. This entire process is greatly
improved by utilising CMM technology. Instead of manually
preparing an inspection report, CMM data is printable for
use in an inspection report and can be submitted for external
review. In the example from Figure 1, the time savings in the
final inspection stage of the example showed a total reduction
of inspection time by 60 minutes when using a profile, with
an additional 17 minutes saved per round of inspection
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Figure 4: Areas in or nearing deviation in the design
is marked in red and blue for quick reference. Red
indicates a deviation into the plus material condition
and blue indicates a minus condition

results interpretation. Medical device companies who use
profile tolerancing have also seen this project data streamlines
their internal acceptance process. A manufacturer will
compile the profile data into a project file shared with the
customer. This first-hand data can be reviewed in much less
time than traditional linear +/- data.

Define a precision GD&T
strategy to reduce Inspection time
Precision GD&T can be strategically applied to medical
device components to speed time to market by reducing
inspection time. These time savings are seen across the three
main areas of inspection: setup, in-process and final.
With expertise in cardiovascular and orthopaedic implants
for spine, trauma and extremities, Lowell has more than 10
years of experience in applying profile tolerancing to complex
medical devices. Everything starts with design intent—how
the component or assembly is designed to function—then the
latest technologies are utilised to create high-quality,
manufactured products. ☐
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Logistics when planning to adopt
emerging technology innovations
In the face of growing awareness of digital services and products, the rise of tech adoption
& digitalisation in the logistics and supply chain industry has witnessed slower growth.
With the global pandemic, the traditional supply chain and logistics activities had to
change. Today’s logistics & supply chain is not just about bringing in a product or a service
but also about exceptional consumer experience. The article
talks about some of the key business aspects that need to be
understood to truly drive wide scale digital adoption across
Aditya Vazirani,
CEO,
Robinsons Global Logistics Solutions
logistics, warehousing and supply chain networks.
Although tech adoption and emerging tech innovations
have been the buzz words for industries and businesses during
the COVID-19 pandemic, it is still a long way from becoming
widely adopted across sectors, especially in India. While
consumer facing sectors like BFSI, retail, hospitality and
corporate workplace functions, like HR and operations, are
ahead of the curve when adopting AI and emerging
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technologies, key sectors like logistics and warehousing
continue to be slower in adopting these innovations. Even as
modern supply chains embrace the latest drone delivery model
– which is still in the very nascent stages and is still being
tested for efficacy & business sustainability – the technology is
yet to make itself palatable for the Indian logistics and supply
chain sector, especially warehouse management.
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Listed here are some of the key challenges that need to be
understood to truly drive wide scale digital adoption across
logistics, warehousing and supply chain networks:
1. What is the initial investment?
In the backdrop of a global pandemic, costs play a major role in
the decision-making process, especially when it comes to
technology enablement. More so, limited knowledge or
incomplete information can be another challenge when making
a decision to invest in tech adoption. Factors like agility of the
solution, possibility of scaling up or scaling down certain
operations, future maintenance and upgradation costs and
other ancillary costs that will be incurred when actually setting
up and using the technology on a day-to-day basis, need to all
be considered and objectively mapped to the long-term growth
plans of the company. What’s also important is to weigh in the
current vs future need of the solution, urgency and the longterm goal/vision of the technology. Gaining detailed knowledge
about the various aspects of a technology solution, in relation
to the expected results, can help tremendously when adopting
a long-term tech-enabled solution.
2. What will be the Return on Investment?
ROI is the most important aspect of any investment, and
more so, in the case of innovative technology solutions, like
AI and ML. Apart from being well-informed and aligning the
short and long-term business goals with the investment, it is
also important to calculate the value and ROI of tech adoption.
While AI and ML solutions are designed for business process
automation, data collection & smart analytics, understanding
the exact value it adds to the balance sheets is vital. From
reducing overhead costs, faster deliveries and happier
customers to costs of regular training, upgradation and
maintenance costs, technology limitations or lack of agility,
etc, could all be important factors when considering the ROI.
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3. How much business efficiency this will drive:
After the cost and ROI calculations, the next most important
step is to assess the business impact and the overall value
proposition of the AI-enabled solution. One can choose to
create either a customised solution that fits perfectly well with
the existing system or to embark on an overall digital
transformation that can help create an agile and effective value
chain. The core focus, in terms of decision making beyond the
monetary value, needs to also be on driving business
efficiencies, streamlining operations, ease of managing/
execution and remarkable improvement in business KPIs.
4. Will it add value to customers?
Lastly, all of the above need to eventually also translate into
positive customer experience and enhanced brand value.
When analysing digital adoption across supply chain
networks, particularly in case of warehousing & logistics,
which caters to a varied set of clients, it is important to
evaluate unique customer needs and ensure the overall
technology enablement benefits the entire spectrum of
clients, instead of just a select few. From requirements
around temperature-controlled storage, real-time tracking
and updates, pharma supply chains and other value added
service requirements of manufacturing, pharma, F&B etc,
technology enablement at various points in the supply chain
needs to be relevant & wholesome, such that it drives
customer satisfaction & delight, translating into long-term
business growth & opportunities for expansion.
While technology adoption across sectors has been on a
rise, particularly in the post-COVID era, the above factors
can help logistics and supply chain service providers to
evaluate, understand and objectively analyse the need &
value of adopting an emerging tech solution that is best
suited to a business’s goals and growth plans. ☐
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Success Story: Quality partnerships
for superior manufacturing
Microtech CNC Pvt. Ltd. is a manufacturer that caters to a diverse range of global
industries and it runs on 48 CNC, turning and milling centres lubricated with a
market-general soluble cutting fluid. However, as the company began experiencing
operational troubles that tampered with the final component produced, it turned
to Mobil TM Lubricants for help. The case study explains how Mobilcut TM 250
helped Microtech CNC bring consistency in productivity, improve profitability
and ensure excellence in service delivery and upkeep.
India’s manufacturing sector will play a driving role in the
country’s journey towards achieving self-reliance and
becoming an economic powerhouse. The manufacturing
sector currently contributes ~17% to India’s GDP, as per
estimates by National Statistical Office (NSO), and also
displays a strong multiplier effect on other allied sectors.
Now, as India paces its growth targets, businesses in the sector
are more conscious of reducing unwanted losses and
unnecessary downtime to make way for greater productivity
& profitability. For this, investing in cutting-edge technology,
opting for superior lubrication solutions and ensuring regular
maintenance and servicing are key.
With 150 years of experience in formulating lubrication
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solutions, Mobil™ Lubricants has been spearheading innovation
for the manufacturing sector. Mobil associates closely with
businesses in the sector through product recommendations &
service support and helps them improve equipment performance
and, thereby, productivity & profitability. Mobil’s association
with Microtech CNC Pvt. Ltd. is one such instance of active
industry partnership.

Association with Microtech CNC
Microtech CNC Pvt. Ltd. is a manufacturer that caters to a
diverse range of global industries, including automotive,
industrial, aerospace, defence, manufacturing, commercial
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Mobil has been an industry
forerunner with a wide range of
solutions specifically designed
for the manufacturing sector

engineering, etc. It partners with industry leading multinational
manufacturing companies and is a trusted supplier of global
OEMs. The company runs on 48 CNC, turning and milling
centres and is lubricated with a market-general soluble cutting
fluid. However, the company began encountering operational
troubles that tampered with the final component produced.
The end-product comprised black stains on its surface that
remained even after thorough washing. To correct this anomaly
and ensure consistency in production, Microtech CNC
approached Mobil for advice. After conducting detailed studies
and understanding the requirements, consumption patterns
and metallurgy of the material machined, engineers at Mobil
recommended the company to begin using MobilcutTM 250 – a
high performance, versatile, semi-synthetic, water soluble
metalworking fluid. This product can be used on aluminium
alloys, steel alloys and other metals for tuning, drilling, milling,
tapping, reaming and grinding operations.

Results
With the use of Mobilcut 250, Microtech CNC was able to
bring consistency in its output and significantly improve
profitability of its business. The company reported net savings
of ₹840,000 per annum with oil cost reduction of 15% and tool
cost reduction of 7%. Simultaneously, it reported a reduction in
top-up by 9.5% and increase in sump life by three months. The
final product now also displayed improved surface finish
without unnecessary stains.
Along with recommending the product, Mobil’s association
with Microtech CNC extended to service delivery and upkeep.
The MobilTM Solcare Service interface assisted in regular coolant
monitoring, along with digital data analytics and sharing.
Simultaneously, Mobil provided frequent tramp oil removal
services and assistance on top-up. This combination of superior
product and quality service has ensured restoration of
production and helped Mobil earn customer goodwill.

Innovation at Mobil
Mobil has been an industry forerunner with a wide range of
solutions specifically designed for the manufacturing sector. Its
metalworking fluids have been formulated with high levels of
lubricity additives designed for machining a wide range of
metals. These biostable fluids are particularly suitable for
aluminium alloys used in the automotive industry.
The Mobilcut 250 is a part of the MobilcutTM Series – Mobil’s
premium line of high performance water-miscible metal
removal cutting oils. Formulated with leading edge base oils,
additives and emulsifiers, these products assure performance in
a wide array of metal removal processes. The Mobilcut 250 is a
high-performance versatile semi-synthetic water-soluble
metalworking fluid. It is designed for a broad range of metals in
cutting and grinding operations. The unique additive package
of this product makes it a first choice for precision machining
and consistent high-quality manufacturing. It can be used on
aluminium alloys, steel alloys and other metals for grinding,
turning, drilling, milling, tapping and reaming operations.
Along with its product solutions, Mobil’s service expertise
too has earned global recognition. The Mobil Solcare Service
application has been a breakthrough in providing digital services
that assure immediacy, accuracy and reliability of information.
The app allows users to receive data as soon as it is recorded, use
digital signatures for validation and ensure perfection with inapp feedback & performance ratings. It also cuts down heavily
on paper-based charts by bringing in fully digitised reports.
With this, customers can analyse data with ease and use insights
to identify areas demanding proactive maintenance.
With manufacturing activity picking pace, businesses are
keen to balance equipment and lubrication choice with superior
servicing through digital tools. For this, associating with leading
solutions providers can play a determining role in assuring
profitability for manufacturing businesses. ☐
ExxonMobil Lubricants Pvt. Ltd.

For more information, visit www.mobil.in/business
(Exxon Mobil Corporation has numerous affiliates, many with names that include ExxonMobil, Exxon, Esso and Mobil. For convenience and
simplicity, those terms and references to “corporation”, “company”, “ExxonMobil”, “EM” and other similar terms are used for convenience and
may refer to one or more specific affiliates or affiliate groups.)
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Development competence at the right time
Zimmer Group has been offering end-of-arm tooling (EOAT) for powertrain assembly and
loading of processing lines in the automotive industry for 30 years. In truth, the group is a valued
R&D partner of premium automotive manufacturers and integrators of production lines.
However, while the technological change in the automotive industry, among others, is also
affecting the company, the automation specialist from Germany is well prepared. Read on how…
Progress in electro mobility is heralding a paradigm shift
in vehicle drive technology. This shift towards electro
mobility is bringing movement to the market and posing
major challenges, not only for automotive manufacturers but
their suppliers as well. Automation specialist, Zimmer
Group, from Rheinau, is also directly affected by these
massive effects – How is the Zimmer Group, which had
focused its systems division on components for the
conventional powertrain segment for years, dealing with this
change? One thing is clear: a radical rethink is required.
Electric Vehicle (EV) manufacturers are currently looking
for innovative and automated solutions to make their
manufacturing processes and production assemblies simple,
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reliable & productive. It is not uncommon for product
development and also the development of a manufacturing
concept to take place in parallel. This requires maximum
flexibility in the construction of an automation solution and
in the mindset of the engineers involved. Since batch sizes in
the field of battery production have not yet reached such a
high level at present, a flexible manufacturing concept
should, or rather must, therefore be developed, in addition to
a flexible automation concept.

A leading partner of the automotive industry
Zimmer Group has been offering end-of-arm tooling
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Zimmer Group logistics
solution - carton gripper for
item pick applications

(EOAT) for powertrain assembly and loading of processing
lines in the automotive industry for 30 years. In order to actively
accompany the technological transition from combustion
engines to electro mobility, several modular solutions for EV
vehicle manufacturing have already been developed by the
Zimmer Group’s System Technology division.
Jan Schaare, Head of Sales & Project Planning – System
Technology already has a lot to say about successfully
implemented projects in the field of e-mobility. “We started
developing EOAT solutions for electro mobility in our
research & development department back in 2014 and have
since invested more than 50,000 engineering hours in
developing & perfecting systems for this market segment,” he
says, “We had to develop the first gripping systems under
enormous deadline pressure, as the time constraints were set
very tight by our customer at the time. It took just four months
from the first meeting to delivery. Today, we are suppliers to
all leading automotive manufacturers in the EV sector, such as
Tesla, Porsche, BMW, Mercedes Benz, BYD and many more.
We are very proud of that.”

All from one source
The Zimmer Group is a valued R&D partner of premium
automotive manufacturers and integrators of production
lines. It offers handling systems and fixtures for the production
of battery cells, battery packs and battery modules. The Badenbased think tank, or as its slogan says “The Know How
Factory”, also supplies specific system solutions for rotors,
stators, contact rings, gears and various add-on parts along the
value chain.
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Focus not solely on the automotive industry
Just five years ago, Zimmer Group Systemtechnik had 90%
of its customers in the automotive sector. For decades, the
company has generated good sales with a handful of customers
and the main components of the combustion engine (engine
block, crankshaft, cylinder head, camshaft, etc) in the area of
machine linkage. But the end of the combustion engine was
already becoming apparent at that time, and a clear trend in
the field of EVs and also in hybrid could be seen. Thanks to the
already existing close cooperation of the Zimmer Group with
the automotive industry, access to new technologies was
already given here, but there were also other alternative ideas
& concepts to position themselves even more broadly in the
market in the future.

The logistics involved
More and more consumers today want personalised
products tailored precisely to their needs – from customised
bicycles to self-mixed muesli to individualised printed Coke
bottles to one-of-a-kind travel suitcases. The trend does not
stop at home either; for example, customised furniture or
kitchen equipment is very much in vogue.
In many households, the parcel courier now rings almost
daily. And so, Zimmer Group Systemtechnik established its
second mainstay, with a clear focus on the logistics and
consumer goods sector. Here, Zimmer Group develops
solutions for logistics centres, distribution centres or even for
so-called ‘supermarkets’ in the logistics centres of the
automotive industry.
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Battery module
gripper with
integrated swivel axis

From classic component to system supplier
The trend towards individualisation is also being met by
the French kitchen manufacturer, Schmidt, which has perfectly
supplemented its existing batch size 1 concept with an
innovative robot machining cell for drilling & fitting kitchen
furniture parts. The cell is part of a production line used to
manufacture complete kitchen equipment in batch size 1.
On the way to Industry 4.0, the Zimmer Group has
developed from a classic component supplier to a system
supplier, and has thus, produced an entire robotic cell. At the
heart of the system are five full-grown ABB robots in a row,
connected by a flexibly acting transport system in which the
workpieces are clamped and moved by up to four freely
programmable shuttles, depending on their size. This
circulating shuttle system was, in fact, honoured with a
German Innovation Award in 2019. In close cycles with
workpiece intervals of less than two seconds, furniture parts
are provided with holes, grooves and fittings by the robots. A
two-metre-high side panel of a tall cabinet can be immediately
followed by the shelf of a shelf measuring just 15×20
centimetres, without setup time.

Furniture parts with an accuracy of two tenths
of a millimeter
“When we first discussed our plans for such a cell, we were
quickly told, “don’t do it”, “it can’t be done with sufficient
precision using robots,” recalls Achim Gauß, Managing
Director, Zimmer Group, who is responsible for technology
and sales at Zimmer Group. “And that was the case at first,”
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he goes on, “We had to invest a lot in hardware and software.”
The special feature of this robotic solution, for which Zimmer
Group also draws from its own pool of grippers and tool
changers, is the drilling operation, which is performed by
ABB industrial robots and can process the furniture parts
with an accuracy of two tenths of a millimetre in piece number
1 on the robot. For this, a self-developed compensation
algorithm based on laser tracker measurement of the robots
in the machining area was used. The hurdle of accuracy was
also one of the sticking points in the entire process: The
individual furniture parts are clamped into the shuttles by a
loading robot and then measured in terms of dimensions and
position. In one setup, the parts are then moved along the
various processing stations and finally removed from the
shuttles by the unloading robot. This ensures that there is no
loss of accuracy due to re-clamping.

Industry 4.0 - Full networking of production
“In order to be able to reliably organise such a complex plant
during planning, but also later during operation, you need 100%
real-time simulation,” Gauß elaborates, “Such a digital twin
makes the plant highly flexible, but also exciting for work
preparation and for planning. We learned a lot in this project
and have been able to transfer this know-how to all our
components with the digital twin.” With the help of the digital
twin in the hardware in the loop (HIL) system, the cell can be
virtually built to verify system performance and functionality
before it is realised. The Zimmer Group’s robotic machining cell,
thus consistently implements the approaches of Industry 4.0.” ☐
Courtesy: Zimmer Group
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Mavericks of production:
Data analytics on manual assembly
COVID-19, which affected the entire world alike, left some harsh lessons for the manufacturing
industry to learn from. While the importance of technology was highlighted for the industry
throughout the pandemic, technology was also portrayed as a villain out to take over human jobs
on the shop floor. The article elaborates on how humans are the key to an
Dr Prasad Akella,
adaptable technology-reliant shop floor and how, the human element,
Founder & CEO,
Drishti
combined with data analytics, creates an optimised, efficient assembly line.
The industrial world is changing with the emergence of
smart industry. The consumers of today have been demanding
more customisation & individualisation and to consciously
handle resources as we start thinking about the impact on the
environment. This trend has been forcing companies to
embrace flexibility in their production lines as they are scaling
up their large scaled customised production. Today’s
machines are set up in a fixed, inflexible manner on the shop
floor—commissioned, parameterised and tuned for one
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specific product produced repeatedly for months or even
years. The manufacturing lines of tomorrow need to shorten
production iteration cycles while maintaining their flexibility.
While developments around Industry 4.0 and Artificial
Intelligence (AI) have been rapidly widening the limits of
what is possible in the industrial world, engineers and
scientists are facing the challenges of managing the growing
complexity of software and an ever-increasing amount of data
to create new business models and become market leaders.
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While robotically operated
systems can be programmed to
perform a wide range of tasks,
they are driven by codes and
often lack the flexibility, dexterity
and problem-solving skills human
workers can offer

Why are humans key to a more adaptable factory? Data analytics on human workers
The overall trend is clear: it’s not the machines but the
people who use and work alongside them that make a factory
adaptable. The flexibility that modern factories require is
often unattainable with the technology currently at our
disposal. While robotically operated systems can be
programmed to perform a wide range of tasks, they are
driven by codes and often lack the flexibility, dexterity and
problem-solving skills human workers can offer. They cannot
adapt in response to sudden changes or new information,
such as last minute product modifications or sudden pivots
in the market. In contrast, human employees can quickly
take the initiative and solve problems independently. In
addition, the ability of machines is far narrower than humans;
machines can only execute what they have been designed and
programmed to do, while the broader innate abilities of
humans result in them being more flexible than robots. As a
result, manual labour is still widely used to perform a variety
of tasks for manufacturing companies.
However, human-based systems come with their own set
of challenges. One of the biggest drawbacks is their lack of
consistency. Every individual has a different skill level, ability
and affinity for the job they perform. This means that humans
can’t be precisely predicted or replicated. While some
workers might be great with one particular task, there may be
others who may not be adept at their job. Even the same
person can introduce variability over the course of a shift —
who among us doesn’t get tired, distracted or sloppy from
time to time? This introduces a large amount of variability.
So, to build great products consistently, human-based
systems also require significant investment in finding, hiring,
training and retaining staff.
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What can manufacturers do to mitigate this challenge?
How do they benefit from the agility and dexterity of humans
without compromising on the quality? That’s where data
analytics come into play. Data analytics can help manufacturers
improve productivity, quality and standardised work
adherence to gain a competitive edge. Rather than reacting to
problems after they occur, manufacturers can use data
insights from manual assembly lines to — as described in the
book Moneyball — maximise the use of the natural skills of
the existing people to identify potential issues before they
materialise and to take preventative action.
• Using analytics to identify patterns
Spatio-temporal analysis of people at work permits us to
identify workplace patterns —consistent and abnormal —
despite the very different manner in which humans work.
Long and short cycles epitomise temporal analysis, helping us
understand opportunities to be more efficient as well as steps
where associates are struggling to follow standard work.
Manufacturers can identify trends and determine which steps
need attention and why. With this information, manufacturers
can take proactive steps to close any skills gaps by
implementing spot training or more robust refreshers for the
workers. Data analytics can also identify patterns that lead to
mistakes or injuries that impact quality and safety.
• Using analytics for quality control
In factories that produce cars or medical devices, even a
small manufacturing mistake can mean the difference
between life and death. Hence, it is critical for line associates
to be extremely precise and consistent with standardised
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Data analytics can be used
to create predictive models
that help anticipate problems
before they occur and can drive
scientific thinking on the plant
floor. When applied correctly,
this can streamline factory
operations and reduce downtime.

work. A video analytics tool can help keep track of the
assembly process and monitor quality continuously by
detecting if a step is skipped or performed out of sequence. If
a defective unit is identified later in the processor at a
customer-end, YouTube-like search functionality by serial
number can help manufacturers identify if the error was
caused during the assembly process and, if so, isolate any
other mis-manufactured units and institute changes. On the
other hand, if the defect is identified in real-time, some AI/
vision systems can immediately signal the line associate,
ensure that the unit is correctly assembled and significantly
reduce the cost of quality. Like a spell checker, this cognitive
assistance empowers line associates to focus on the quality of
their work.
• Using analytics for productivity improvements
Data on the manual assembly process is also key to
improving performance and running a consistently lean
manufacturing process. It improves visibility and
accountability and helps identify bottlenecks that can slow
down production. Consider the assembly line; line associates
perform work sequentially, with the quality impacting
subsequent operations. Since this is an interdependent
system, downstream activities can impact upstream ones,
with bottlenecks plaguing the entire line and causing costly
manufacturing delays. Timely access to accurate data can help
companies respond quickly to changing conditions on the
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floor and make well-informed staffing and training decisions.
• Using analytics to make better decisions
Perhaps the most significant impact of using data is
scientific thinking, problem-solving and decision-making.
Used correctly, data analytics can help manufacturers identify
pain points, solve problems and discover new opportunities
that will offer greater competitiveness. Data also provides a
better understanding of customer behaviour, enabling
manufacturers to tailor products more accurately to meet
demand and avoid stock-outs. Data analytics can be used to
create predictive models that help anticipate problems before
they occur and can drive scientific thinking on the plant floor.
When applied correctly, this can streamline factory operations
and reduce downtime.

The human analytics connection
for optimised operations
Adapting to change is going to be a necessity for survival
amongst manufacturers. The contributions of humans to
manufacturing will stem from their adaptability and will
remain key. And, despite the increase in automation and
robotics, humans will continue to be a vital part of factory
operations for a long time to come. Data analytics will help
manufacturers optimise their operations to get the most
efficient processes on manual assembly lines. ☐
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A long drive into future:

Glimpse of the changing automotive landscape
The automotive industry has been undergoing a major transition since the onset of
COVID-19, and as we near the end of 2021 and venture into a new year, the time couldn’t
have been more right to address the challenges of the automotive industry. Publish Industry
India, in association with Technology Partner - Siemens Digital Industries Software and
Autodesk Fusion, 3D Printing Partner - Markforged, Trusted Automotive Partner - Lumax,
Association Partner - Society of Manufacturers of Electric Vehicle (SMEV) and Skill
Development Partner - Automotive Skills Development Council (ASDC), came out with the
third edition of its flagship event International Automotive Manufacturing Summit (IAMS)
2021 in a hybrid format. The event was an amalgamation of industry stalwarts discussing
everything right from the changing landscape of the automotive industry to the key trends to
watch out for. The topics of the summit included digitalisation in
automotive, the landscape and future of EV, connected vehicles
Anvita Pillai
Assistant Editor
anvita.pillai@publish-industry.net
and more. Here is what the speakers discussed:
Changing skills landscape in automotive manufacturing
“Our education ecosystem needs to
do a – in manufacturing term – repair
work/rework. Our methodology needs
to incorporate project- and worklearning-based modules to ensure
that the student learns the specific
technology aspects in a collaborative
environment and not a single teacherstudent interaction alone.”
Arindam Lahiri,
CEO, ASDC

Pervasive insight of automotive products for
efficient design, manufacturing and operation
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From sensors to business - Reimagining automotive
“The definition of Industry 4.0 is that it is
mass production with mass
customisation in a cyber-physical system.
The products of the future factory will be
more intelligent, which will be connected
with one’s next generation manufacturing
execution system (MES), which will help
with the process and analysis.”
Rakesh Pandey,
Industry PID Leader,
Siemens Digital Industries Software

The EV evolution: Understanding the
past, present and future of EV in India

“With digital prototyping, the user is
conducting simulation throughout the
entire product development cycle from
ideation to design to manufacturing
and operation in the product. Analysis
and data points from digital prototyping
gives the user confidence to cut down
the cycle, make variations and improve
the quality of the product.”

“The past two-three years have been the
turning point for EVs in India because
discussion have evolved from ‘why it (EV
mainstreaming) shouldn’t happen or do
it’ to ‘how to make it happen’. Now on,
the growth of 5x/10x is easily imaginable
because if it made sense to first 1
million adopters, it would make sense to
the other 100 million also.”

Rafiq Somani,
Area Vice President India and South Asia Pacific, Ansys

Sohinder Gill,
CEO - Global Business,
Hero Electric & DG, SMEV
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Automotive industry:
Shifting gears to ‘digital’ as the new normal!
“Digitalisation is no longer a choice but an
imperative to create sustainable revenue
stream, enhance customer experience,
safety & reliability, develop new business
models and improve margins. As more
software come in, a car is no longer a
passive product but an active equipment,
part of your everyday life.”
Aloke Palsikar,
Executive Vice President & Head of
Growth Industries, Tata Technologies

The great chip shortage: Addressing the semiconductor
shortage challenge, finding opportunities & solutions
“We have to create design clusters for
sensors, power devices, etc, and Indian
automakers need to ask for specific
capacity in fabs. Moreover, one of the
important things that automakers need to
ensure is to get full visibility to the supply
chain to avoid unexpected disruptions.”
K Krishna Moorthy,
CEO & President,
IESA

Indian automotive industry perspective
in the digital & electric era
“In the era of Industry 4.0, speed to
market is going to be key to success for
any organisation. As we move forward,
personalised vehicles will be moving
under the ‘premium scenario’, from a
customer preference point of view.”
Malind Kapur,
Executive Vice President Corporate
Strategy & Communication and Business
Head Piaggio Vehicles

Driving in circles: Automotive working
on sustainability using circular economy
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Pressing accelerator on the growth of EV –
The status quo
“It is high time, we realise that if at all we
are having any second doubt, EV is the
future. Overall initial pricing of EVs need
to be worked upon. There is going to be
huge requirement for skill sets as we
move towards EVs.”
Manish Manek,
Chief VLE,
MG Motor India

Battery manufacturing, creating infrastructure & reducing
raw material dependence as India bets on e-mobility
“The EV market is right here now. We
can be the urban mining capital of the
world but we need differentiated
solutions for India. New-age mobility
will have huge opportunity for AI and
Big Data.”
Venkat Rajaraman,
CEO,
Cygni Energy

Software solutions for competitive edge in manufacturing
“Product development cycles in
manufacturing is broken and complex.
The solution for this lies in integrating
workspaces together; businesses need
to connect their designing department
to ECAD department which can send
original PCBs to the manufacturing
department using the same interface.”
Vipul Agrawal,
Technical Head, Autodesk Fusion

Fire side chat: The impact of
AR/VR on automotive manufacturing

“Circularity and sustainability go hand-inglove. While industries are adopting
sustainable production methods,
sustainability does not mean coming up
with new innovation that is actually
causing even more challenge for the
individual implementing it.”

“The primary reason for increased
adoption of XR is that today; the pipelines
for adoption got easier in its pre-existing
format. Secondly, the hardware prices
dropped and the portability, form factor,
capability, etc have also expanded over
the years.”

Rajashree Rao,
ex-Head – AI Innovation Hub & Partnership
& Ecosystem (APAC), R² Data Labs,
Rolls Royce & Advisory Board Member,
Atal Incubation Centre – BIMTECH

Thirukumaran Saravanan,
Co-founder, Chief Business Officer,
XR Labs
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Manufacturing reinvented with 3D Printing

Key trends shaping the Indian automotive industry

“The only way out of a situation, like a
pandemic, is innovation, either
businesses are forced to change the
product or the way they manufacture the
product. Amongst the top technology in
2021 that have helped businesses
manage change is 3D Printing.”

“Unification of devices & technologies
coupled with unification of space and
comfort and safety and regulation is the
way automotive industry is moving. It
was always moving in this direction; it is
just that the pace has increased now, so
much so that we have started feeling
the change.”

Anuj Budhiraja,
Country Manager - India,
Markforged

Vineet Sahni,
Group CEO,
Lumax Group

INDUSTRY PANEL DISCUSSION: Learning the key trends, creating opportunity for innovation & change for automotive industry
“The pandemic has led to a lot of
opportunities and helped manufacturing
work in a leaner and smarter way. In
today’s world, manufacturing has
became more about trusting people and
letting them work in an open environment
and innovating with digitalisation. These
are the new mantras of today’s world,
and they will continue to exist.”
Amit Chitnis,
Director, Royal Enfield UK

“Looking at the pandemic and the
lockdowns, the future is very uncertain.
The only way to thrive during this period
is to relook at one’s digital strategy and
the technologies that are available.”
Jimmy Jonathan,
Head of Sales – India & ASEAN,
Autodesk Fusion

“During the pandemic, for OEMs, the
priority was to keep the workplace safe.
The very first thing we did was training,
just to ensure that COVID prevention
behaviour is cultivated in each and every
individual and that becomes a part of our
culture.”
Pramod Khot,
Vice President,
Fiat

“Innovation starts from the market and
not from the product. There is no point by
first developing a product and then
finding a buyer; one needs to first
analyse the customer needs and wants
and then develop a product to meet his
requirement.”
Dr Rajeev Ranadive,
Chairman & Managing Director,
Pixy Electric Cars

High tech jobs in the automotive industry
“During the pandemic, digital engineering
has gained prominence so much so that
in the calibration process is also moving
to digital engineering. Across the value
chain, digital engineering is on the need
list and the industry has embraced it
rather well.”
Yogesh Umbarkar,
Vice President,
Convergent Science
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“There is an impact on existing jobs due
to the ACES disrupting in automotive
industry. It has led to simpler assembly,
especially with EVs, less moving parts
with eventually less assembly work
involved, squeezed dealer networks and
increased transparency.”
Viraj Kalyani,
Founder & CEO,
Kalyani Studio
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AI-based analysis software for sealing

Borewell submersible pumps

Dürr India recently expanded the scope of its Artificial Intelligence (AI)
applications with the enablement of analysis software from the DXQ product
family for sealing. Its unique interface solution makes it possible to incorporate
robots from existing paint
shops. The solution is an
adapter made up of hardware
and software components
that can be connected to all
current fieldbus technologies
& that provides data in the
necessary high temporal
resolution
of
a
few Advanced Analytics from Dürr’s DXQ software family
milliseconds. Thus, operators
are able to read the available sensor and actuator data from their existing plants
and to integrate the entire spectrum of disciplines, from pre-treatment to
application to conveyor technology, into one piece of analytical software. With
DXQequipment.analytics they get detailed insights on the various process steps
and all the systems involved along the entire value chain. The DXQequipment.
analytics software package includes the Advanced Analytics module. It is the
first market-ready solution to date to use AI to increase overall equipment
effectiveness in the paint shop.

Kirloskar Brothers (KBL) recently launched a new series of time-tested
Borewell Submersible Pumps—NEO Series 4-inch. This new
series of Borewell Submersible Pumps are versatile and have an
innovative design with Sand Fighter arrangement and advanced
water-cooled motor making it highly efficient and energy-saving.
Also, they offer better corrosion resistance and have a longer
product life while offering trouble-free performance due to better
pump and motor alignment. Its compact, easy-to-repair design
features include carbon plus stainless-steel thrust plate and the
FG200 graded casting with Cathodic Electro Deposition (CED)
coating makes it corrosion-resistant. The 99.9 % pure copper
winding adds to the longer and trouble-free life of the pump. Its
comparative higher stack length makes it retain original
performances for a longer period. Besides, the higher NEO series
engagement area reduces the chances of loose coupling. This 4-inch
new series of pumps are quite robust with international NEMA borewell
couplings; besides, the high torque motor offers wide voltage submersible
operability in the range of 180–240 volts which ensures pumps
protection to motor from burning due to high or low voltage. A
novelty is the dynamically balanced rotating part that ensures lesser vibrations.
This series is available in a wide range of 40 models, with and without panels.

Dürr India | Pune
Email: info@durrindia.com | Tel: +91- 4443-9316-00

Automated ladle milling device

Kirloskar Brothers | Pune
Email: industry@kbl.co.in | Tel: +91-20-2721 4444

Advt

SIMPEX HYDRAULIK GmbH recently developed an automated ladle-milling
device, MLC 2011, which is simply placed on the ladle using a crane. The
precisely controlled milling
head removes linings that are
melted-on or contaminated
by slag autonomously and
precisely within a very short
time. Once positioned at the
edge of the ladle that requires
cleaning, the automated
carbide milling attachment MLC 2011
removes the worn lining with
extreme precision so that no excess material is removed. Because the
ladle is kept upright, the mechanical stress on the permanent lining is kept
to a minimum so that it can be recoated and used for much longer as a
result. The automated ladle-milling device is made up of three components.
Firstly, a container that houses the hydraulics and electronic controls;
secondly, the actual milling unit itself and thirdly, a shelf for the system to
rest on when it is not in use. The MLC 2011 drastically lowers the
consumption of refractory material, which reduces procurement and
disposal cost.
SIMPLEX HYDRAULIK GmbH| Germany
Email: info.leipzig@simplexhydraulik.de | Tel: +49-0-341 230 855-0
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» Industrial Bearings
From delicate medical components
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